How to reach the conference venue

Savoia Hotel Regency
Via Pilastro n°2, 40127 Bologna

✈️ By plane:
Aerobus is the shuttle bus service managed by TPER, the mobility company of Bologna, which links the Airport of Bologna to the city centre and to the train station. With rides every 11 minutes every day of the year. www.aerobus.bo.it/en.

🚗 By car:
A14 Bologna Fiera Highway tollbooth (3 km from the hotel). Take the beltway of Bologna towards San Lazzaro di Savena-ANCONA. Exit nr 9 San Donato. On the traffic light turn left into via San Donato. On the next traffic light turn right into via del Pilastro
A14 Bologna San Lazzaro Highway tollbooth Take the beltway and take the exit nr 9 San Donato. On the traffic light turn right. On the second traffic light always right into via del Pilastro
A14 Bologna Borgo Panigale Highway tollbooth Take the beltway and take the exit nr 9 San Donato. On the traffic light turn left into via San Donato. On the next traffic light turn right into via del Pilastro.

ери:
From the Train station of Bologna, lines
35 towards: Rotonda Baroni. 14 towards: Piastra (Stop: Piazza Malpighi, weekly days; Sferisterio, holidays). 20 towards: Piastra (Stop: Sferisterio, everyday). For rides and hour schedules: Tper www.tper.it +39 051290290
MOSH AND MOAH IN EDIBLE OILS AND FATS

Thursday 12 December 2019

08:30  Opening of registration

09:00  Welcome addresses

09:15  Konrad Grob

MOSH and MOAH: occurrence in fats and oils and toxicologic issues: an updating

10:15  Coffee Break

10:45  Florence Lacoste ITERG

ISO activity on MOSH and MOAH

11:10  Wenceslao Moreda CSIC INSTITUTO DEL LA GRASA

The JRC Task force on MOSH and MOAH

11:30  Sabrina Moret UNIUD

11:50  Jan Kühmann SGS

12:10  Nadja Liebmann EUROFINS

12:30  Arianna Luigi CHEMISERVICE

12:50  Ludger Bruhl MAX RUBNER INSTITUT

13:10  Eileen Schulz IKB

The experiences of laboratories

13:30  Lunch


Round table

17:00  Conclusion and closing remarks

20:30  Social Dinner

Friday 13 December 2019

09:30  Sabrina Moret UNIUD, Luca Ursol Menegoz UNIUD

The UNIUD PhD Project on monitoring of MOSH and MOAH in the production chain of olive oils

10:00  Paolo Bondioli SSOG

INNOVHUB-SSOG and ASSITOL joint research project on the use of pomace oil as a substitute of mineral oils in the in the olive oil production chain

10:30  Coffee Break

11:30  SISSG Annual Assembly

12:30  Closing remarks and farewell

13:00  Light lunch

The experiences of laboratories

13:30  Lunch


Round table

17:00  Conclusion and closing remarks

20:30  Social Dinner

Comitato organizzatore: Paolo Federico Bondioli, Lanfranco Conte, Alissa Mattei, Giovanni Morchio.

Comitato Scientifico: Lanfranco Conte, Giovanni Morchio, Alissa Mattei, Paolo Federico Bondioli, Giampaolo Carelli, Lucio Carli, Anna Maria Cane, Valentina Cardone, Dora De Santis, Giovanni Lercker, Mario Renna, Maurizio Servili, Paola Tampieri, Tullio Forcella, Domenico Greco, Igor Calderari

Segreteria Organizzativa: Paolo Federico Bondioli, Alissa Mattei, Chiara Olivi.

Registration form

Name ________________________________

Surname ______________________________

Affiliation _____________________________

Address ______________________________

Zip code ______________________________

City__________________________________

Phone ________________________________

E-mail (mandatory) ___________________________

VAT Number ___________________________

CF ___________________________________

SISSG /EFL Member  _________  □ Yes  □ No

Registration fees (social dinner included)

Students, PhD Students, Fellowship Grants: € 100.00

SISSG/EFL Members: € 200.00

Non Members: € 280.00

Registration fee must be paid by bank transfer using the following details: BANCA Intesa San Paolo, 55000 Filiale Accentrata. IBAN: IT 57 N030 6909 6061 0000 0119 658 BIC/ SWIFT: BCITITMM

Please be informed that the registration process will close on day December, 9th. On site registrations before or during the workshop are not allowed. A copy of the registration form with a receipt of the bank transfer must be sent to tesoriere.sissg@fastwebnet.it